May 12 is a day for the mathematical community to celebrate women in Mathematics, and the celebration takes place every year worldwide. This date was chosen as it is the birthday of Maryam Mirzakhani, an Iranian mathematician, who was the first woman to be awarded the Fields Medal.

In occasion of May 12, we invite all students to join us to celebrate the achievements of women in STEM, and to encourage an open, welcoming and inclusive work environment for everybody!

PROGRAM

16:30 Screening of “Secrets of the Surface”, a documentary movie about the life of Maryam Mirzakhani

17:30 Discussion with participation from

- Lidia Angeleri, Full Professor in Mathematics
- Malihe Dahmardeh, PhD Candidate in Computer Science
- Mahsa Sedaghatinia, Employee at AI VIZ, AI and software development company

18:00 Networking and refreshments